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OUR FRETWORK DESIGN.
Egyptian Letter Pocket.

HE subject of the Supplemental Design
Sheet with which we present our
readers this week is a characteristic
piece of Egyptian decoration, and

very effective it is
in appearance. The
article is a Letter
Pocket of very use-
ful proportions, a s
illustrated in the
centre of the page.
It is designed to
mount the head of
Isis as a metal em-
bo.ised overlay.

The Material and
Dimensions.
The overall di-

menSions of this
Letter Pocket a r e
13. ins. high,by glins.
wide, and 2f ins.
from hack to front.
In its construction
there are only two
different thicknesses
of wood required,
viz.. tin. and 31 ffin.
A special parcel of
wood is made up by
Hobbies Ltd. for
making this Letter
Pocket, and it is re-
ferred to in the small
type price paragraph
to be found at the
end of this descrip-
tive article. No
moulding is needed
for this design.
The only fitting consists of the em-
bossed head of the Egyptian goddess Isis,
in .an excellent bronze finish, and it
will add materially to the appearance of the
article, forming as it does its central feature.
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The Preparation of the Patterns.
It has been found possible to print the

whole of the pattern sections in full and
independently, so that it will be possible

for the fretworker to
go right ahead with
t h e work without
any delay in the
direction of the
duplicating or trac-
ing of parts of the
pattern.

The Paper Design
Sheet will accord-
ingly be cut up, and
each section of the
pattern affixed im-
mediately t o the
piece of wood in-
tended for it. Care
must be taken to
see that the paper
patterns are affixed
the right way of the
grain of the wood as
indicated by the
arrow marks to b e
found upon each
section printed upon
the Design Sheet.
The matter is simpli-
fied to those who
secure one of Hob-
bies Special Parcels
of wood as referred
to above, be cause
each piece will have
been cut the right
way of the grain at
Hobbies saw mills

No. 1272.
Egyptian Letter Pocket.

and therefore t h e
paper pattern section will have to go on the
way the wood has been prepared.

The Cutting.
There are features to be cut in this design
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which are not commo to all designs. For
instance, there are quite a number of rectangu-
lar openings which form a part of the decora-
tion, and these must be carefully cut in order
to preserve their true rectangular character.
The rectangular openings are those shown at
X in Fig. 1, while there are other square -
ended openings between the series of projec-
tions, also illustrated at Fig. 1, and indicated
by Z ; these are also shown in enlarged detail
at E, Fig. 3.

First we will run over the method of cutting
such a rectangular fret as that illustrated at
Fig. 2 in order to refresh the memory of those
workers who may have forgotten, or who, as
beginners, have never met with quite a similar
piece of work

The drill -hole should be made at the point X
in Fig. 2, and the saw should proceed from there
along the dotted line to the angle at A ; there

' its direction
may be
changed byrapidly
operating it
in the up
and down
direction
without
a d vancing,
meanwhile
turning i t
towards thesharply
pointed cor-
ner. From
there the
saw should

be drawn back to X. and thence cut again
to B along the other dotted line. This
would give sufficient clearance at B to
turn the saw safely towards D. When D is
reached the saw will be drawn back to about
C, and then cut forward again along the dotted
line to D, thus making a double width cut at
the point, and giving enough clearance to
proceed along the base of the fret to the other
corner, and so on.

The same also applies to the square -ended
frets at E. Fig. 3. These will be turned by a
second cut being made at the corners for clear-
ance purposes when turning. The projections
should be cut in one continuous line from E,
past F to the next E.

FIG. 1.

OUR FRETWORK DESIGN

The open wedged -shape exterior frets on
the overlay and the main back should be
each executed with two cuts, one down each
side of the feature.

Construction.
When the whole of the cutting has been done,

the parts will all be treated to a good rubbing
with the sandpaper block, first employing
coarse and then fine paper. The construction
may then proceed in the following order :-

The overlay will first be glued to the main
back and cramped up until set hard ; when the
metal overlay of Isis may be added and fixed
with fine short fret -pins. The
sides of the pocket will next he
fitted together by inserting the
bottom in the two slots, and
the front will then be halved
into the open slots in the sides,
glue being applied at all points
of contact between the various
parts of the wood. The pocket,
thus partly constructed,will lastly
be fitted and glued into the slots
prepared for it in the main back,
and the whole cramped up until
the glue is set.

In regard to finish we recom-
mend for this design
that the parts are all
treated with three
coats of Lightning
Polish, or failing that
with three coats of
Hobbies S pecial
glaze, each coat being
allowed to dry hard
and being sand-
papered with the finest grade paper before the
next is applied. E. S.

A

FIG. 2.

FIG. 3.

FRETWOOD.-For this design we supply a selected
parcel of Fretwood, 2s. 2d., post free 2s. 8d.

FirrisoS.-Egyptian Bronze Panel No. 5405, 2s.;
post free 2s. 2d. ; postage on complete parcel, 6d.

The above prices are subject to revision wit, -out
notice.

Orders by post to HOBBIES LTD., Dereham. Goods
may also be had at :-LONDON : 05, New Oxford Street.
W.C. ; 147, Bishopsgate, E.C. 70, Walworth Road.
S.E. GLASGOW : 326, Argyle Street. MANCHESTER :
NIL Piccadilly. BIRMINGHAM : Oa, 'High Street. LEEDS
15, County Arcade. And Agents.

If you have a Camera, or any photographic goods, you wish

to dispose of, advertise in Hobbies Sale and Exchange

columns.
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Wood Mosaic.

SOME wonderful work may be done by
means of wood mosaic, the finished
effects being of great beauty if the
pattern has been well thought out

and arranged, and providing suitable varieties
of wood have been used in combination.
Not only can the tops of chess tables be pro-
duced, but occasional tables, stools, fancy
boxes, and numerous other articles can be
decorated in this man-
ner. Nor is it the
futurist only who would
admire such designs
as are possible with
wood mosaic, for the
general public always
appreciate the rich
effects of a mosaic
pattern. yv ith t h e
amateur craftsman
the chief difficulty
which presents itself in
the creation of wood
mosaic is the produc-
tion of the numerous
parts with a sufficient
degree of accuracy to
enable them to fit to-
gether perfectly, while
if a perfect fit is not
secured the result
would only caricature
the mosaic principle.

The difficulty is over-
come by the employ-
ment of the correct
type of appliance and
machine. For the pro-
duction of wood mosaic
the only machine that
we know to be suitable
is that specially de-
signed light circular
saw with a special angle
fence which is manufac-
tured by Hobbies
Ltd. While this machine is suitable for ways be made ; not just a slight rub
any ordinary light cutting, it was in merely in order to remove the remains of
the first instance specially designed for the paper pattern, but a good vigorous rubbing
the purposes of wood mosaic. The reason in order to make every part of the surface
for its original design was the desire to find smooth and clean, so that the whole of the
some means of turning the hundreds of little frays, if any exist, are removed from the cut
scraps of waste fretwood to good account ; edges of the frets. More than one coarseness
in other words, to make such apparently of paper should be used upon every article,
useless scraps into a valuable by-product by but the change from very coarse to fine is
the creation of a wood mosaic hobby. The readily effected if the worker is employing
machine in question possesses a finely graded one of Hobbies sandpaper -blocks.
angle fence which may be quickly set and re- THE EDITOR.
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set to any desired angle, thus making it possible
to produce mosaic easily and quickly, with
every line cut true and straight. Fretworkers
who can afford to go in for one of these handy
machines would find it a great asset in many
directions, for all the plain straight line cutting
which occurs in the making -of fretwork articles
can be executed in a quarter the time by a
circular saw, while every scrap of fretwood
waste is used up to advantage.

The Importance of
Finish.
The importance o f

finish in all craft work
cannot be over -estima-
ted. As we have before
remarked, it is the
finishing touch which
always brings success
and its lack, failure.
This i s a principle
which is true in what-
ever way it is applied,
and to any subject.
We know the tempta-
tion which alway s
exists to hurry over
the final stages of the
work in the desire to
see the completion of
the article in order to
show it to friends as an
achievement o f one's
own, but beginners
should restrain t h e
feeling- they should
drown it, as it were, in
a sustained endeavour
to produce the best,
and never the second
best of which they are
capable. In regard to
surface finish, which
makes such a difference,

THE SUBJECT OF NEXT WEEK'S DESIGN SHEET. the 1G:1 use of the sand-
paper -block should al-



MbRE,LLA
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111.-Ferrules, Metal Bands and Handles.
IN the case of replacing any of the parts

of the umbrella it is always done by
removing the frame, andi replacing it
as described.

Ferrule.
In cases where a- new ferrule is required

this should be done, as it looks neater-besides
lengthening the life of the stick. It will
hardly be necessary to mention that the stick
should go right down to the bottom of the
inside of the ferrule, or when used it will
buckle up and then break off. Also the
ferrule should be flush with the surface of the

stick by letting the thickness of
the ferrule in. and when these
repairs are required they can
be slipped over the ferrule
instead of having to take it off
if it should not he flush. Al-
ways use a ferrule with a
loaded bottom, no matter how
thin this may be, as the ferrule
often used in repairs is a cheap
punched cut sheet -brass one
which has very little wear.

Broken Handle.
A repair which is of very frequent occurrence

is the breaking off of the handle at the end of
the ribs. This is caused by the stick being
dowelled into a piece of cane or other wood to
form a handle. It is made so invisible that
it is not noticed when purchased, but very
often the least strain breaks it. Of course, the
stick covered would be a solid one from one
end to the other, but that would make it more
expensive. in a case of this description the
stick in the umbrella, and also the lower part
of the handle has to be drilled so that a metal
dowel screw can be inserted. Here care must
be taken that the hole is not too wide, but'
j ust enough to allow the screw to make its own
thread when being screwed in The correct
size dowel screws to be used for this purpose
is the 2 by 10 for ladies' repairs ,and for gent's
umbrellis the 2 by 12, but for strong jobs,
where a horn handle is being fitted, use a
stouter one, the 4 by 16. Now the drilling of
these holes is not very simple, they must
be dead straight, and it is advisable to try on
another piece of wood first. It can be done
with an ordinary brace, but a twist drill is
the best for the purpose, using a couple of
sizes smaller to make the first hole, then

GOOD QUALITY
FERRULE.
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follow with the right size. As a safeguard, put
a piece of paper around the handle to keep it
from being marked, while you bind a piece of
wire around to keep it from splitting. It can,
in this case, be screwed up in the bench vice,
and made as rigid as pos.ible before the work
is commenced. It is not safe to part screw
the dowel in and leave it as the wood may dry,
and the screw fall out or get loose ; so a good
plan is to smear it with glue and quickly
work it in, or a cement can be made of a little
resin and plaster of Paris, ground together, and
dropped in the holes, then the screw heated a
little and put in. This sets almost at once, and
is difficult to remove if correctly done. A safe-
guard against the splitting is to use a band of
some kind also. Bands about lin. long in
white or gilt metal are not expensive, and if
this is placed on the handle end, half -way, the
screw put in, and allowed to set, then heated
in the gas jet and put in the stick, allowing
the band to go over the stick the other half
way, it will be found a strong job. The bands
vary in size, but it is only necessary to quote
the diameter to get the correct size. This
same repair very often occurs at the extreme
end of the handle, the small ornament of some
kind falling off. This is caused through the
hole becoming large, and the screw gets loose.
It can be plugged, or a thicker screw used and
cemented in the way described. If a band has
become loose, or a new one is being placed on
the cement used is chiefly plaster of Paris, made
into a thin paste, and smeared inside, quickly
wrapping the band around, and pinning or
riveting it. In the case of top mounts, plaster
is not good. It sets too quick
and takes up too much room,
besides not being liquid long
enough. The best cement for
filling silver and metal mounts
kith, is made of melted resin,
adding plaster of Paris, and stir-
ring.up while heated, then filling
the knob and putting it on. Of
course, the stick and knob should
have been prepared beforehand,
and in all cases should not fit
too tight, but allow a little play.
A Broken Stick.

Another very frequent repair is the broken
stick. This usually happens somewhere inside
the umbrella, as if someone had sat on it,
or been leaning on it, and snapped it. In a

METAL
BAND.



UMBRELLA REPAIRING AT HOME.

case of this kind it cannot be repaired by
means of a band, but requires a new stick,
which is not such a difficult matter as one
would, at first expect. The first thing is to
remove the damaged stick. This can be easily
done if the end is placed in the vice, and bent
to one side ; this will crack off the end. Then
the stick can be pulled through the runner,
and the rivet at the notch taken out. Care
should be used in removing this rivet so as
not to 'damage the notch or spoil its shape.
A good sound stick should be obtained, and
the usual length of such a stick being only a
part one, is about 30ins., tapered gradually

at the ferrule end. These
can he obtained with the
springs already in the stick,
or they can be put in by
oneself if desired, and will
be described later. In
quoting the size that the
springs are required for, it

is only necessary to state 'the length of
the ribs, as each length has a different
distance between each spring ; for instance,
a 23in. rib has a stick with the springs
15ins. apart, and the others in proportion.
If this stick' is already sprung, as, it is termed,
and is found to fit nicely through the runner
and notch, it can then be removed and secured
to the handle in just the same way as described
previously, then put it back into the runner
and notch, and riveted there, the cap and
ferrule added, and the stopper pin secured-the
pin behind the runner which is placed on the
top spring, and thus prevents it blowing inside
out. An easy way to make this stopper pin
is to get an old spring, or any piece of hard
wire, and bend it around the nose of the pliers
to form a small staple, then cut each of the
prongs cross -wise with the pliers to make
them sharp, and then make two holes with the
awl in the stick, so that this staple will fit,
and knock it in gently. This is one of the
most important articles in the umbrella, and if
not put in correctly is the cause of most of the
damage done to the frame.

Slotting and Springing.
Now in a case where the repairer desires

to slot and spring the stick himself io is only
necessary to ask for a shank of a certain colour

CROOK
HANDLE.

Abbies

desired to fit a certain size runner and notch,
then mark the surface of this the same as the
one removed. This can be 'done quite easily
by laying them together and scratching the
surface with the blade of the penknife. Then
get a gouge to suit the size hole desired, and
cut away small chips at a time until the same
shape slot has been made as is in the shank
removed. If the repairer has a lathe it can
be done very much quicker by means of a small
circular saw, sawing well down into the
stick first thing, then easing off gradually
until the surface is reached. Notice should
be taken that the grooves are opposite ways
in each stick. The springs are then inserted
exactly in the same way as was described
earlier in these articles, and which also gave
the method of making the spring. It is.
quite a natty little performance, and very
often is the forerunner of making many other
such odd repairs which come in very useful
at times.

A Fit -up.
When the stick is broken well up the handle

a longer stick will be needed, and this is termed
a fit -up. The handle portion of a fit -up is
usually made of a different kind of wood or
cane to the remainder or, body of the stick.
For instance, the handle part may be of the
popular partridge cane, the lower part being
ordinary beech, plugged into this instead of
using a dowel screw. The plug is made well
over two inches long, and
let into the handle part,
termed the neck, then
smoothed down, and
polished the same shade.
On the top of this fit -up is
placed the ornamental part of
the handle. This may consist of a metal or
silver knob, or it may have a collar and flat
circular coloured piece of horn or celluloid now
very fashionable and secured by means of a
small dowel screw, lin. or liin. long. All
these small things are easily obtained separate
for a few pence, the top being nearly all
the colours of the rainbow, and more or less
expensive, according to taste. In the case of a
gent's umbrella the loose horn handles can be
obtained,the crook shapebeing more serviceable
than the crutch shape and more popular.

CROTCH
HANDLE.

Have you anything to sell or exchange ? It so, advertise it in

our Sale and Exchange columns,
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Part 6 (New Series.)
MORE STAMPS CF NEW EUP OPE.

SINCE the short series on the stamps of
New Europe, published recently, was
written many more have been added to
the number collectable. Nearly all
the countries have used up the avail-

able stamps of former rulers foundin the
different post offices of the districts taken over
by new governments, and, consequently,
these stamps, varied in design and values, over-
printed with several new devices, give a great
number of new varieties for the album, and
many of them will soon be rare because the
remains of the issues were few in number, and

'some of the errors very scarce indeed.
It will be oonirenient if we take these recent

issues according to the countries from which
they emanate,
the first series
under new
European
powers having
already be en
described.

Russia.
The old col-

lector of Rus-
sian stamps
is familiar
with the curi-
o ,u s varieties
of locals which
are now generally omitted from modern
illustrated albums. To -day the collector of
new European stamps, when he examines the
numerous varieties coming from former spheres
of Russian influence, and from portions of that
once powerful Empire, realises how it is being
cut up into small republics and fair provinces
torn from the parent Empire of the once
powerful Czars.

Finland.
The first issue of separate stamps for use in

Finland was made in 1856 ; those printed at the
Finnish Treasury being now scarce. Later
issues, notably those prepared at St. Peters-
burg, followed closely the lines of the then
current Russian stamps, indeed the differences
between them are so slight that young collec-
tors often mistake their identity.

The war of 1914 came, and from that time
the destinies of Finland were shaped. The
Republican Government issued new stamps at

a. 289. G. 290.

Helsingfors in 1917 ; these pleasing
designs have the Finnish arms in
an oval, the values range from 5
pennia to 10 marks.

The Red } inns at Wasa a year
later brought out another s e t
very similar, of the same values
and colours, the only, differences
being the panel which was straight -
sided with rounded tops - both

issues were perforate
Quite lately a new value-the twenty-five,

blue, surcharged " 50 "-has been added
(see illustration).

Russian Republics.
Many collectors early seized an opportunity

to secure stamps of the Republic of the Letts
which were printed on the backs of German
maps and sold both perforate and imperforate.
These curious and very interesting little
stamps afford an example of the ups -and -downs
of philately, for although the general tendency
of prices is to advance now and then an un-
expected supply causes the market to fall.
At first sold by dealers at from 3s. to 5s. each,
these stamps can now be secured for the modest
sum of 6d. Another instance of the reduction
in price of what were, thought likely to soar
high is the set of Bosnian pictorial overprinted

by 'the Jugo-
Slovao Repub-
lic [which
were offered
at 60s., a n d
now can be
bought unused
at .17s. 6d., at
which price
they are an
excellent i n -
vestment.

From Arch-
angel or South
West Russia
comes a very

interesting ' set of new stamps of this
country. They are imperforate and cut from
sheets, with wide margins. The designs are
curious and emblematic (see illustration).

Czecho-Slovakia.
In a previous issue some of the stamps of

Czecho-Slovakia have been illustrated and
described. The anniversary of the founding of
the new State was the occasion of the series of
new stamps ; on part of the series the type is a
lion freeing itself from chains and fetters, the
second part representing a woman-a widow-
with an infant in her arms.

One by one the stamps of the new States
are taking their places in the philatelic album,
and Very soon they will be arranged according,
to their issues. As in so many instances in
years gone by some of the stamps have been
unexpectedly found to be scarce, and prices
have advanced. Now is the time to buy 1

(To be continued.)

G. 291.

" Hobbies " for March 13th will be a Double Number.
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Stripwork
= will train

your boys.

Buy them
a an Outfit

to -day.

Prices

NO - 15 /-
No. 2 - 25/ -
No. 3 - 40/ -

Postage 1 /-
extra on each.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HOBBIES
,41"...AIPW00QWoR',

one
'..MANUAl.. OF
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No. 3 STRIPWORK OUTFIT.

Don't let your boy be one of the crowd,
but let him be original so that he may becoine a leader of men, and
not merely one of many.
Stripwork will bring out any originality which a lad may possess, as
it will set him thinking and instil into his mind the determination
to build models of h's own invention. The beauty of this pastime is

that it trains the hobbyist, who all the time will be
absolutely fascinated with the work in hand.
It grips a boy ; it is not merely a passing fancy
which he will quickly tire of, as the scope is too
great for it to get monotonous.

There are no dangerous tools in any of Hobbies
Stripwork Outfits, so parents need have no
qualms in this respect. Your boy can commence
model making straight away with one of these
outfits, as they are complete in themselves. The
model illustrated is one of the most simple designs
to tackle, but when proficient, cranes, engines,
bridges, etc., can be undertaken with confidence.

HOBBIES LIMITED, DEREHAM.
OUTFITS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL BRANCHES AND AGENTS.
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HOBBIES EXTRA DESIGN SHEET.
No. 416X. SIMPLE VASE BRACKET.

Cut one of each part 3-16 in. thick. Vase No. 6003, price 10d., post free ls. ld., from Hobbies Ltd.,.

900 401
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B.S.F. COMPETITIONS.
CLOSING DATE MARCH 31st

EVERY fretworker connected with the
British Society of Fretworkers looks
forward with interest each year to
these competitions, and we feel sure

the subjects chosen this time will create the same
healthy rivalry which has characterised pre-
vious contests of the kind. The announcement
being later than usual, the closing date of the
competitions will be as stated above (March
31st). The
following a r e
the subjects
and prizes :-

Crass I.-CON-
VENTIONAL
FRETWORK.
Open to Fel-

1 ows and Mem-
bers only

Subject :
Clove Box

Design No.
i263) to be
-r u t .in lace -
wood. An
article dealing
with this
pleasing de-.
sign appeared
in HOBBIES dated December 27th, 1919.

First Prize : Silver -gilt Medal of the Society.
'Second Prize : Silver Medal.
Third Prize : Bronze Medal.
Hobbies Ltd. supply a parcel of selected

lace wood for making .the glove box, together
with No. 16 knob, for 3s. 3d. by post 3s. 9d.
The fittings, consisting of eight British -made
brass corners, Old English finish (No. 5119),
cost 2s. lid. by post. Postage on complete
parcel 6d.

CLASS 11.-HAND FRAME WORK.
Open to Members and Associates only.

SUBJECT FOR CLASS H.
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Subject :
Convex Mirror
Frame (Design
No. 1249.) The
design for this
Pretty Mirror
Frame formed
the Fretwork
Supplement
presented with
HOBBIES dated
September 20th,
1919, in which
journal was
published a n

i article explain-
ing its Construc-
tion, the most

difficult parts being specially illustrated
First Prize : Al Fretwork Machine.
Second Prize : Briton Fretwork Machine
Third Prize : Al Fretwork Outfit.
Sycamore being considered a most suitable

wood from which to make it, Hobbies Ltd.
supply a parcel of selected wood of that kind,
together with sufficient Nos. 17, 18 and 21
moulding for 2s. 5d., by post 2s. Ild. Also

the required
size of Convex

SUBJECT FOR CLASS I.

Mirror (No.
5726), for
ls. 10d., by
post 2s. 2d.
The postage
on the com-
plete parcel is
6d.

CLASS III.-
DECORATIVE
FRETWORK.

Open to Asso-
ciates only.
Subject :

Overlaid Hand
Mirror (Design
No. 1256.) The
e o n s truction

of this article, which makes an excellent
present for a lady, was explained in HOBBIES.
Nov. 8th, 1919.

Fiitt Prize : B.S.F. Silver Medal.
Second Prize : Bronze Medal.
Third Prize : Bronze Medal.
A parcel of specially selected wood for

making the Hand Mirror is supplied by
Hobbies Ltd. for Is. 10d., by post 2s. 4d. ; also
the required shape and size Mirror (No. 5725),
2s. 6d., by post 2s. 10d. The postage on the
complete parcel is 6d.

SUBJECT FOR CLASS ID



B.S.F. COMPETITIONS.

CLASS IV.-ANTOFRET AND INLAY.
Open to Fellows, Members and Associates.

Subject : Antofret Inlaid Box (Design No.
932A). When finished, this attractive -looking

SUBJECT FOR CLASS IV,

box measures Skins. in length and 5ins. in
width.

First Prize : A6 Fretwork Outfit and Certi-
ficate.

Second Prize :
Fretwork Outfit
Certificate.

Third Prize : Goods
tr the value of 5s.

Hobbies Ltd. supply
the required parcel of
dark walnut, together
with five 1-16in. panels
for inlaying, and four
No. 20 feet for 3s. 6d.,
by post 4s. The two
brass handles (No.5407),
which are extra strong,
cost 2s., or by post
2s. 3d.

Al
and

CLASS V.-ORNAMEN-
TAL FRETWORK.

Open to Members and
Associates.

Subject : Fern Boat (Design No. 1245.)
The making of this handsome article was

dealt with in HOBBIES, dated August 23rd,
1919.

First Prize : Goods to the value of One
Guinea and Certificate.

Second Prize : Goods to
the value of 10s. 6d. and
Certificate.

Third Prize : Goods to
the value -of 5s.

For this design Hobbies
will supply a selected
parcel of satin walnut to-
rether with sufficient No. 21
moulding for 3s. 6d., by post
44., and the pair of bronze
chariot panels (No. 5406)
for 4s. by post 4s. 2d. The
postage on the complete
panel is 6d.

CLASS VI.-MINIATURE
FRETWORK.

Open to Fellows, Members
and Associates4

v.

/10001e,5

Subject : The Overlays of Trinket. Box
(Hobbies Extra Design Sheet No. 412) which
appeared in HOBBIES dated Jan. 24th, 1920)
to be cut in ivorine or xylonite.

First Prize : Gold Medal of the Society.
Second Prize : B.S.F. Silver Medal.
Third Prize : B.S.F. Bronze Medal.
Both ivorine and xylonite can be procured

from Hobbies Ltd.

Reg ulations.
(These Competitions are for Fellows, Members

and Associates of the Society only.)
Every article sent in for Competition should

be carefully packed in a strongly -made box,
and addre ssed-The Registrar, B.S.F., 79,
Walworth Road, London, S.E.

The closing date for receiving such articles is
March 31st, 1920.

A

STIBJECT FOR CLASS

Entry Forms are
obtainable from Mem-
bers and Associates of
the Society, and from
the Registrar, B.S.F.,
Temple House, E.C.,
each application to be
accompanied b y a
stamped addressed en-
velope.

A Separate Entry
Form must be filled in
for each Class, and for-
warded by post to the
Registrar, Temple
House, E.C., at least a
week before the closing
date.

Associates of the
Society securing first
prizes in these con

tests will afterwards be gazetted as
Members.

Amount to cover postage or carriage for
return of articles must be enclosed. If to be
sent by rail the route should be mentioned.

SUBJECT FOR CLASS VI.
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Another Fretwork Toy.

F-i-g . 1.

ANOTHER amusing fretwork toy that
might aptly be called the " Ravenous
rhinoceros ' is shown by our sketch,
Fig. 1. It is one of the simple

mechanical variety that works on the well-
known system of the bent axle, which actuates
in this case the jaw of the animal and one
of the legs of the figure. The full size fretwork
patterns are given by Fig. 2, the rhinoberos
being cut out of tin. wood, and the nigger
in *in. or 3-16in. The base of the toy is
shown by Fig. 3, which could consist of a
strip of 2in. or iin. deal, measuring lft. 5in. by
3M. Owing to the length, and in order to
work the toy, three pairs of small iron wheels
will be requisite.
Cut two slots in

Fig. 2, a little of the end of the lower
jaw being shaved away for fitting into it
(Fig. 4). Make a hole in this, and cut a peg
to loosely fit it. When the lower jaw is in
place, the hole should be carried right through
-a little glue being applied to the holes in the
enclosing piece, and the peg put through,
the jaw hingeing on it.

The Nigger.
The arms and legs of the nigger are cut

separately from the body, the various parts
being given. The rear leg is loosely hinged by
passing through a thin nail, the end being
clenched. The other leg and arms can be

the base in the
positions indi-
cated to allow
room for the
bent cranks,
these measuring

3

tr
about ltin. by

The Animal.
After the parts

of the animals
have been sawn
out, a shallow
recess should be
cut with a knife
in the position
indicated by the
dotted line in
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OUR BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

nailed on, and make a fixture. After the
painting has been completed, a strip of fur
is glued round the nigger's body and two small
feathers glued into a hole in the head. After
the parts have been cut out, they would
be best assembled before the colouring is
proceeded with. Before this is done, it will
be best for a start to drive in a piece of wire
into the nigger's leg and jaw of the animal, and
bend it to form an eye for hooking the connect -

P

ing piece of the crank to. In fixing up, these
eyes should be above the square holes cut in
the base. Having ascertained the position
for fixing the parts in place, cut small square
slots to take the projections AA, Fig. '2,

then glue the figures to the base.

Wheels.
The method of fitting the wheels is shown

by Fig. 5. Drive three small wire staples,
shown by A, in each side to take the axles,
the shape that they are bent to being shaped
asshown:by B. The axles will work in these

ifobbia
staples, which should be made nicely fitting.
Put a small leather washer on to each end, and
then fit on the wheels. The end pair coming at
the rear of the animal will need a straight
axle. Attach the cranks of the bent axles by
means of a connecting wire shown by C in
Fig. 5.

Effective Colouring.
The simplest method of painting, productive

of excellent results, is to size the woodwork
first all over with glue water and whitening,
and then when dry, apply the colours over this
-powder colours mixed up with flake white
and gtlm. They will then dry quite smooth,
and being opaque one colour can be applied
over another quite successfully. A suitable
colour scheme would be :--Rhinoceros, grey
with white snout and horn and a red eye ;
Nigger black with brown fur, and a couple of
brightly coloured feathers in the head ; the
base green, the whole being varnished on
completion.

HOBBIES PHOTO -STUDENTS' CIRCLE
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP.

To the Editor of "Hobbies," 125, Fleet Street, ,on on, E.G.
Sir.-Please enrol me as a Member of the Photo -Students' Circle and forward Member's

Card.
Please also enter me for the series of Competitions, for which I enclose the inclusive

fee of 6d.
Name

Address

No. 1f Competitions are not to be entered strike out the starred line,
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SUUMARY.
Plant Strawberry Runners.

Force Rhubarb. Plant Shallots.
Finish Planting Roses.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SLUGS are very troublesome in the

early months of the year, especially
to seedling plants just above the
surface of the soil. If they cannot

be secured at night and killed, surround plants
with soot and replenish the supply after rain
falls.

Roses, shrubs and trees in general may be
pruned, and any planting intended to be done
should be quickly ended. Support any trres
that require it, bearing in mind that March
brings boisterous winds.

Liquid manure may be given to rose trees
growing in pots or borders in the greenhouse,
as soon as the buds appear, and may be con-
tinued throughout the summer. Green's
Plant Food is excellent for the purpose.

Violets in frames will shortly cease flowering.
It will then be necessary to harden the plants
off gradually by exposing them to lull light
and air, but removing the lights in the frames
entirely. .

Begin to propagate coleus cuttings as soon as
the growths are suitable to take off. Select
them as sturdy as possible, and insert five or
six by the, side of the pot, using soil of some fine
sifted light material.

As the flowering of Bouvardias is nearly
at an end for this season, the supply of water
must naturally be reduced. Stand them in a
cool greenhouse to ripen the wood for the
purpose of plumping up the buds forming the
coming season's growth. When the foliage
has dropped off the old wood must be lightly
pruned back, sufficient to bring the plants
into good shape. Directly they have been
pruned many growers place them in a warm
moist temperature to start them into growth
again, but where early flowering plants are
not necessary this is best left alone as the plants
rarely pay for the trouble. Bouvardias prefer
a medium and moist temperature, and even
in the summer months will thrive in the open
in warm situations.

The present is a good time to take up and
replant box edgings. Old edgings should be
taken up carefully, and then pulled to pieces, as
possibly they will have roots. The ground to
be planted should be beaten quite firm, and
then have a trench made in it with a spade to
put the pieces in. They should be buried so
that not more than three inches of the top is
above the ground. If kept moist, they will
quickly become established, and will then
break into fresh green growths. Box edgings,
unless relaid about every fourth or fifth year,
quickly become unsightly during summer, and
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also make, a very good harbour for slugs and
similar vermin.

Thrift makes a very pretty edging plant, and
as it increases rapidly in good soil it may be
used freely. London Pride (Saxifrage urn-
,brosa) makes an excellent edging plant for
town gardens, as it does not seem to mind the
smoke and filth.

Young Hollyhocks will now be commencing
to grow again, and may be shifted into the next
size pot until the weather will allow of them
being planted out. For potting use a compost
consisting chiefly of good loam and little leaf
soil. Vigorous growth in a Hollyhock plant
often keeps it free from disease.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
If the new strawberry beds were not made

in autumn, they may be planted now if the
beds are well prepared. The first season
after being planted many take advantage of
the space between the rows to grow a batch of
Lettuces or Radishes. So long as this inter -
cropping does not rob the Strawberry plants
there is no harm in the practice.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Force rhubaib may be obtained so cheaply

now that it scarcely pays to force a small
quantity. Those who wish for a home supply
should place old barrels over the crowns, and
then surround them with warm manure.
The stalks produced in this manner will be
tender, and possess a far better flavour than
if forced along in high temperatures. Excel-
lent rhubarb is often grown in cellars, or in 
warm cupboards by the side of a kitchen
fireplace. It matters little what soil is used,
as there is sufficient nourishment stored up in
the roots to provide for a large amount of
growth. Cocoanut fibre is an excellent sub-
stitute for placing round the roots.

Shallots may be planted now, if they are
not already in. Bury them so that the neck
of the bulbs just show through the soil.

This is a crop that is very little trouble, and is
esteemed in most houses, yet it is by no means
common except in a few districts.

Where Bracken Fern is plentiful, a sowing
of radishes may now be made outdoors on a
sheltered boarder. They will stand a fair
amount of covering, and may easily be pro-
tected during severe frost. They should be
sown thinly, and only covered when frost
threatens or they will be weak and make no
roots of any value.



ADVERTISEMEN Iffibbies

"For the Blood is the Life."

If it is any
such Disease

as_Eczema, Scrofula, Bad Legs,Abscesses, Ulcers, GlandularSwellings, Boils, Pimples, Sores
and Eruptions, Piles. Rheumatism, Gout,
Ste., don't waste your time and money on
lotions and ointments which cannot get below
the surface of the skin. What you want and
what you must have is a medicine that will
thoroughly free the blood of the poisonousmatter which alone is the true cause of al,
your suffering. Clarke's Blood Mixture is just
such a medicine. It is composed of ingre-
dients which quickly attack, overcome and
expel the impurities from the blood, that is
why so many truly wonderful cures stand to
its credit.

Over
60 years'
success.

Pleasant to
take.

Sold bT all
Chemists

and Stores
2/9 per
bottle.
Rehm* All

Substitutes.
"EVERYBODY'S

BLOOD PURIFIER,"

Assets exceed
£2,500,000.

By Appointment

Claims Paid
see £8,500,000.

GENERAL
Accident, Fire and Life

ASSURANCE CORPORATION, Ltd.,
GENERAL BUILDINGS, PERTH, SCOTLAND.

GENERAL BUILDINGS, ALDIA'YGH, LONDON.

Established 1883.

WAR ECONOMY.
In consequence of the War, the cost of
building material and labour has increased
nearly 5o per cent. All owners of property
should therefore increase their Fire Insur-
ances ; this they can do at little or no extra
cost by taking a Fire Bonus Policy with
this Corporation, and thus effect a saving

of no per cent. on each premium.

Particulars on receipt of post card at either of the
above offices.

F. NORIE-MILLER, J.P.,
General Manager.

PRACTICAL BOOKS.
Electrical Apparatus Making 2/10

By A. V. BALLHATCHET.
How to Understand Aeroplanes .. 2/9

By S. L. WALICDEN.

Handy Electrical Dictionary ,. 1/7
By W. L. WEBER.

Model Aeroplane Making for Beginners .. 10d,
Small Accumulators; How Made ancILUsed 100.
Meteorological Instruments Simply Explained 10}d
Optical Instruments Simply Explained 100.
The Locomotive Simply Explained
Metal Working Tools and Their Uses
How to Drive A Motor Cycle .. 10id.

By " PHCENIX "
Electildfliand and Cycle Lamps ldid
Gas and Oil Engines Mid.
Mechanical Drawing .. 104d.
Metal Working Tools lOids
Model Steam Engines  . 10,0.
Workshop Figures Made Easy .. 10d.

By PERCIVAL MARSHALL

Send Postcard for List of Books.

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO.,
66H, FARRINGDON ST. LONDON. E.C.4

A Fretwork Design Free !
HOBBIES No. 14 Gift Design for making an
" Industry Mirror Bracket " will be' sent
free of charge to any fretnorker. If you are
interested, send a postcard to -day to :-

Hobbies Ltd., Dereham.

4
RECO MODEL AEROPLANES

are the REAL THING in Miniature.
Send 3/6 for our latest Model. Flies zoo yards,
other Types from 2/6 to el 0 10s. Fully Illus-

trated Catalogue, post free, 1/-.
" RECO " 110, Old St., London, E.C.1.

CUT THIS OUT
HOBBIES " PEN COUPON. Value td.

Send this coupon with P.O. for only 4/- direct to the
FLEET PEN CO., 119, FLEET STREET, LONDON,
E.C.4., in returu you will receive (post free) a splendid
British Made Not. Gold Nibbed Fleet Fountain Pen,
value 10/6. If you save 12 further coupons, each wilt
count as a rd. off the price, so you may send 13
coupons and only 3/-. Say whether you want a Fins,
Medium, or Broad, nib. This great offer is made to
introduce the Famous Fleet Pen to " HOBBIES "
readers. Foreign postage extra. Special Safety Models

2/- extra.
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PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS are inserted at 1/- ior the first 12 words or less, and Id. per word erten-For
TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS, and Advertisements of FOREIGN STAMPS, the rate is 2d. per word.-Every word.
including the name and address, is counted. Initials and numbers, or groups, such as E.P.S. and £1 lls. fid., are
counted as one word. Advertisements offering FRETWORK DESIGNS for sale cannot be accepted. Copy to,
advertisements in SALE AND EXCHANGE columns mustIbe sent Cr' "HOBBIES," Dereham, Norfolk.

TRADE
PRICKPAPER, Slatepaper, Tile -

paper, for Doll's houses, models,
etc. ; 6 sheets, 2s. ; 12, 35. 6d. ; wall-
papers, 6 sheets, 2s. 6d. ; 12, 48, 6d. ;
quantities cheaper ; samples, stamp.
-Axon and Harrison, Regent Street,
Rugby.

CHNEMA Machines, Films. Sample
Parcel, 2s. ; Lanterns and

Slides, Cameras. Accumulators, etc.
Write now to: North-Western Film
Agency, 115, High Street, Barry,
Glam.

CINEMATOGRAPH MACHINES.-Home or Small Hall. Film
Bargains. Lists free.-Apps, 109,
Kenlor. Road, Tooting.

CONJURING-the hobby you
want Send 6d. for Illustrated

Catalogue and splendid Coin Trick.
Mention ilinolirs.-Magical Appara-
tus Co., London, E.B. Wholesale
and retail.

O0N2UltING, ;, orld's best selec-
tion. Illustrated money -saving

tatalogue, 2d.-Vandy (Dept. 6),
Peirb'on

EXPLOSIVE Cigarettes, Bombs,
Itchykoo, Sneezing ; 30 Sam-

ples, 3s. 2d. ; Conjuring Assortments,
2s. 6d., is., 105. Gd.-Brition, Lin-
wood Street, Manchester.

FREE. - Pocket Rubber Stamp
of your name and address ;

also particulars of splendidly paying
,pare time agency easily worked.-

Richforri. Snow Hill. London

G RA MOPHONES (New) ; splendid
tone, from 65s. Repairs and

parts. Latest Records. Lists free.-
P,egentbob. 120, Old Street, London.

HEROES' GRAVES In France and
Belgium photographed. -

Stamp particulars, H. Cassling, Tre-
herbert.

'PHOTO Postcards of yourself,
is. 3d. doz. ; enlargements,

8d. ; also cheap photo material ; cata-
logue, samples free.-Hackett's, July
Road, Liverpool.

0ALARIES are good and openings
plentiful for the trained 'Adver-

tisement writer. Complete and
thorough course of Instruction -
prospectus free.-Dept. M., British
School of Advert sing (established
1912). 51, New Oxford Street, Lon-
don, W.C.I.

SLOA N - DUPLOYA 0 'It'-
ll AN D saves a year's study,

and holds the Parliamentary report-
ing records for speed, accuracy aid
duration. Illustrated handbook,
with lessons, specimen, etc., etc.,
etc.-Sloan-Duelovan Headquarters,
Dent S_, Ramsg ite
TECHNICAL BOORS at great

reductions. New books at dis-
count prices. Books on Woodwork,
Metalwork, Industrial Arts, on
Scientific, Commercial, and all other
subjects sent on approval. Send
for Catalogue, post free, and state
wants. Books purchased. Best
prices.-W. &' F. Foyle, 121-123,
Charing Cross Road. London.
THREE FREE BOOKS. 01 un-

told value to Cyclists, and in-
deed everybody. Get thorn im-
mediately. Literally pocked with
illustrations of astounding offer; in
Cycles, 'Tyres, Accessories, R. sors,
Catleev, Watches, Raincoats. Foun-
tain Pen, Han lbags and a host of
useful everyday nee,' s. Altogether,
a Bei-Buying Guide of over 160
pages. If you're bent on true
economy saving, don't miss these
books. They're yours entirely Free.
Immediate deliveries, setisfaction
guaranteed. Write NOW.-Moor-
house Ltd.. Dent. 5 P
Bernier.
THE ART of lining cycles is no

longer a monopoly of the
expert. Anyone can do it easily by
our simplified transfer method. You
can do it. Gold, preen, Red or
Yellow lines, ready panelled ; ls. 3d.,
complete set for cycle, with instruc-
tions ; double colours, Is. 9d. ,
samples, stamp.-Axon and Harri-
son, Regent Street, Rugby.
TRANSFERS (Enamel), Flowers,

Dutch figures, Comic, Wood -
inlay, Aeroplane circles ; just what
Fretworkers and Toy -makers require.
Lists, stamp.-Axon and Harrison,
Regent Street, Rugby.

PRIVATE
Al FRET WORK Machine,

27s. 6d., with Emery Wheel.
Seen Monday. Wednesday, Friday,
Saturday afternoons.-Masters, 66,
Harperer Road, Barking, Essex.
BANJO, 7 -Stringed ; nickel hoop ;

22 fittings ; new Vellum Case,
£3 5s. ; near offer.-Green, 15, West
Street. Stamford, Lincolnshire.
I:,XCHANGE good }-Plate Camera,

ruby lamp, dishes, exposure
meter, and 5s. materials, for good
Treadle Fretsaw.-Hart, 26, Ains-
worth Road, Radcliffe, near Man-
chester.

EXCHANGE No. 2 Brownie, new,
for Fretwork Tool.-Harris,

56, Gladstone Place, Brighton.

EXCHANGE Postcard Roll Film
Camera, good condition, for

Cabinet Fretwork Outfit, or best
offer.-D. Curtis, Layer-de-la-Haye,
Col chester.

V OR SALE. -8 Bound Volumes
' Harmsworth Self - Educators,
30s. ; splendid condition ; cost £3.-
Cato, 3. Bath Street, Hartlepool.

HOB HIES A.1 Fret ,Machine, as
new, 308., with emery wheel.-

Beaumont, 36, , Herbert Road ,
Edmonton, N.9.

MAGIC LANTERN, double wick
lamp, with 70 slides, 30s.-

H. S. Harding, Frampton Cotterell.

SALE.-Hobbies A.1 Fretwork
Machine ; new last December ;

complete, with side wings, excellent
condition, 33s. ; seen anytime.-
Johnson, 25, Abercromby Avenue,
High Wycombe.

SPLENDID i-Plate Box Camera:
3 magnifiers, time instant and

carrier. Benetfink ; £2 10s. ; worth
donble.-Marsh, Sayerland, Pole -
gate.

AVANT E D.-A.1 Fretwork Ma
v chine, good condition.-Write,

Dook, "Halton," Beacontree Avenue,
Waltham stow.

WANTED.-P.C. Enlarger: state
price and full particulars.-

C. Knight, 377. High Road, Leyton,

STAMPS
ALBUM (200 pages);;100 different

Stamps Packet Stamp Mounts
and Handbook ; post free, 5s. Appli-
cants asking to see my Cheap Ap-
proval Sheets will receive Set
Ecuador, unused ; FREE.-Jackman,
(Dept. 4), 21, Poynder's Road, Lon-
don, S.W.4.

WINE Set of 5 Cuba Map
Stamps ; free, lid. postage.-

Walton, 13, Newton Terrace, York.

GRATIS ; 30 assorted stamps ;
send 10. postage, and ask to

see approvals: B. 11, packet con-
taining 50 assorted, price 3d.-
Thomas, 11, Postern, Brecon, South
Wales.
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